O nline advertising has transformed the advertising industry with its measurability and accountability. Online software and services supported by online advertising is becoming a reality as evidenced by the success of Google and its initiatives. Therefore, the choice of a pricing model for advertising becomes a critical issue for these firms. We present a formal model of pricing models in online advertising using the principal-agent framework to study the two most popular pricing models: input-based cost per thousand impressions (CPM) and performance-based cost per click-through (CPC). We identify four important factors that affect the preference of CPM to the CPC model, and vice versa. In particular, we highlight the interplay between uncertainty in the decision environment, value of advertising, cost of mistargeting advertisements, and alignment of incentives. These factors shed light on the preferred online-advertising pricing model for publishers and advertisers under different market conditions.
Introduction
Worldwide online advertising spending is projected to reach $98 billion annually by 2012. In an effort to capture a piece of this action, Microsoft launched an unsuccessful $47.5 billion hostile takeover bid against Yahoo! on May 3, 2008 (eMarketer 2008b , New York Times 2009 . This move by the world's largest software maker underlines a fundamental shift in information technology from the desktop platform to online software and services. Online advertising is an indispensable part of the business models of firms that will provide advertising-supported online services. A basic understanding of the economics of online advertising will be a critical success factor for these companies. In this paper we develop a game-theoretic model that sheds light on the fundamental economic incentives and trade-offs that online advertisers and publishers face in choosing the right pricing model.
There has been intense debate on the most appropriate pricing model for Internet advertising: cost per thousand impressions (CPM) or cost per click-through (CPC). In the CPM model, an advertiser pays for impressions. In other words, the advertiser pays the publisher when a visitor has been given an opportunity to see an advertisement, i.e., an impression. This approach is closer to the traditional magazine advertising, wherein magazine publishers are compensated on the circulation of their magazines. In the CPC model, the publisher pays only for clickthroughs (click hereafter)-when a visitor clicks on an advertisement (ad hereafter).
The impact of advertising on sales is hard to measure. John Wanamaker's famous phrase, "Half my advertising is wasted, I just don't know which half," highlights this fact (Ad Age 2008) . Online advertising distinguishes itself from traditional media advertising by its measurability and accountability. By measurability, we mean that the performance of a campaign can be tracked in real time using metrics such as clicks. By accountability, we mean that the websites can be compensated based on these metrics. In its early days, these features of online advertising were thought to be its major competitive advantage over other media. The following excerpt from Wired magazine reflects the beliefs in that period: "The Net is accountable It is the highway leading marketers to their Holy Grail: single-sourcing technology that can definitively tie the information consumers perceive to the purchases they make" (Rothenberg 1998) .
In fact, in April 1996, Yahoo! agreed with Procter & Gamble to be compensated on the basis of clicks (Novak and Hoffman 1997) . As a result, the metric of accountability became the number of clicks. However, after initial successes, click rates started dropping steadily from levels of 5% to 0.2%, raising issues about the effectiveness of the Internet as an advertising medium (Gaffney 2001) . This trend forced publishers to move away from click as a performance measure. On July, 2001, CBS MarketWatch.com announced that it would not report the number of clicks to its advertisers unless specifically requested (I-Advertising 2001) . Publishers retreated from the total-accountability ideal and despised click as a success measure. Not surprisingly, advertisers do not share the same views with publishers. The following quote from Business Week illustrates this position:
Michael Sands is tired of hearing how much the Internet is like television. But the marketing head of online travel company Orbitz … says … "There's a notion that accountability is not the direction to go in," scoffs Sands, who adds: "That's frightening. Worse, it's a capitulation." (Black 2001) Despite these troubles, the CPC model regained its prevalence by the tremendous success of search engine advertising. Search engines invented innovative ways to sell advertising using the CPC model to thousands of advertisers. However, recent industry statistics show that the CPM model still generates a large portion of online advertising revenue (IAB 2008) . This makes CPM an attractive model even to one of the most successful search engines, Google. Google, which discontinued its CPM-based Premium Sponsorship program in 2003, recently reintroduced another CPM-based program (Lee 2005a ). Thus, reviews in the trade press and the practices in the industry highlight a lack of any consensus between advertisers and publishers on an appropriate pricing model for Internet advertising. At the heart of this tension lies the fact that advertisers want their ads to be seen by their target consumers. Accordingly, they would like their ads to be placed on Web pages whose visitors share the characteristics of their target consumers. With the websites changing their content (and organization) on a continuous basis, information pertaining to the characteristics of visitors to different pages in a publisher's website can be prohibitively expensive to acquire for an advertiser. However, the publisher can gather such information with relative ease and use it to enhance the effectiveness of the advertiser's campaign. Although advertisers would like the publishers to perform this service, publishers appear to have no incentive to use or acquire such information to enhance the effectiveness of advertising campaigns.
Consequently, one would expect advertisers to prefer a performance-based pricing model (CPC) to one that does not hold the publishers accountable (CPM). However, as illustrated in Table 1 , not all advertisers prefer the CPC model to the CPM model. The choice of pricing models made by different advertisers is quite puzzling. One observes that for the same search phrase, "computer," on the same publisher, Google.com, some advertisers prefer the CPM model to the CPC model and others prefer the CPC model to the CPM model. This behavior can be explained if there is a corporate policy in place that forces the advertiser to adopt one pricing model regardless of the market forces at work. However, there are instances in which an advertiser uses the CPM model for some search phrases and the CPC model for other search phrases. For example, eBay.com uses the CPM model for the search phrases "Dell" and "Hewlett-Packard" but the CPC model for the search phrases "Vaio" and "Pentium."
1 This practice suggests that at least some of the variation in advertisers' choice of one pricing model over the other may be influenced by market factors. Shedding light on some of the strategic forces that may influence advertisers' and publishers' choice of the pricing model is the main goal of this study.
We develop an economic model of targeting and volume decisions in an online advertising campaign. We use a principal-agent model to capture the institutional context in which CPM and CPC decisions are made. In our model the principal (advertiser) hires an agent (publisher) to deliver advertising.
2 Agency theory models focus on situations where the agent's effort is unobservable and so the principal is uncertain about the agent's effort level. The challenge then is to devise compensation contracts that offer the right incentives and insurance to the agent to engage in the desired level of effort recognizing the stochastic relationship between the agent's effort and the output. This methodology has been extensively used in various domains to analyze and explain behavior of economic agents. For example, Austin (2001) considers a system development problem in which a project manager (principal) tries to balance incentives given to an individual software developer (agent) for staying on schedule versus producing high-quality software. More recently, Iyer et al. (2005) model a supply chain management context in which a buyer (principal) faces the problem of delegating product specification and/or production decisions to a supplier (agent).
In our setting, the advertiser seeking to advertise to her target segment is uncertain about the pages that these consumers visit at the publisher's website. The advertiser can induce the publisher to acquire information regarding pages visited by her target market by engaging in a performance-based (CPC) contract. For the advertiser, a performance-based contract entails delegating campaign decisions to the publisher and, as in the traditional agency model, tying compensation to the value generated from advertising. Consequently, the advertiser faces the following tradeoff: she can control campaign decisions by choosing on which pages and how much to advertise with the CPM model, or she can opt for the CPC model where the publisher has control over decisions but also has better information. We are interested in understanding the role market conditions play in influencing the preference for the CPC or the CPM model.
The model provides insight on several issues related to the choice of pricing models. Specifically, we address the effects of the advertiser's targetmarket characteristics, competition for advertising space, and control over the advertising campaign decisions on the choice of the appropriate pricing model for online advertising. We identify four important factors that affect the preference of the CPM model to the CPC model, and vice versa. Specifically, we highlight the interplay between uncertainty in the decision environment, value of advertising, cost of mistargeting ads, and alignment of incentives on the choice of the pricing model. We discuss the implications of these effects from the perspectives of advertisers and publishers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the relevant literature. In §3, we introduce our models and their assumptions. We compare the CPC model with the CPM model in §4. Section 5 presents alternative specifications of the models and the insights obtained. Section 6 discusses the managerial implications for advertisers and publishers. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion and future directions in §7.
Literature Review
Academic research on online advertising has been conducted on three fronts: developing measurement standards, understanding advertising response on the Internet, and developing models of operational advertising decisions such as targeting and scheduling banner ads or determining the level of advertising.
Because there were no established standards in Internet advertising, some of the early work dealt with exploring possible standards for the industry. Hoffman and Novak (2000) and Novak and Hoffman (1997) propose standard measurement constructs and point out potential problems in Internet advertising pricing models. However, they do not identify the market conditions that dictate the use of a particular pricing model. We extend this literature by investigating the economic incentives influencing the choice of a pricing model.
Marketing researchers have been interested in identifying factors influencing a visitor's response to Internet advertising. Using "click" as a response measure, Chatterjee et al. (2003) consider the effects of exposure to repeated banner advertising and competing ads. Manchanda et al. (2006) find evidence that there is temporal separation between exposure to advertising and action. This problem has been recognized by the industry, and a new metric "viewthrough," which measures the number of people who visited an advertiser's website after exposure to advertising without clicking on the ad, has been introduced. We incorporate this feature in our model by associating value with exposure to advertising rather than the number of clicks. This implies that the value can be generated either through clicks or viewthroughs.
Substantial work has been done to improve operational Internet advertising decisions. Dewan et al. (2002) build an optimal control theory model to balance advertising and content on a website. Kumar et al. (2006) consider scheduling banner ads on a Web page. Karuga et al. (2001) develop the AdPalette algorithm, which dynamically changes ad copies based on click response. Langheinrich et al. (1999) develop a linear programming model for nonintrusive targeting to increase click rates. Tomlin (2000) highlights potential problems with the linear programming approach and proposes a solution using traffic theory. Kohda and Endo (1996) propose an advertising agent, which selects ads based on consumers' indicated preferences. Baudisch and Leopold (1997) also propose userconfigurable ads where the user indicates her interests. Gallagher and Parsons (1997) propose a framework where demographics of each individual are matched against a defined demographic target. Even though our focus is on strategic issues, our study has implications on ad copy (text, banner, video, etc.) , design, and targeting choice under uncertainty.
The delegation issue in a general context has attracted considerable interest in the literature. The delegation literatures in accounting and economics have mainly focused on decision-making rights within organizations (e.g., Aghion and Tirole 1997, Melumad and Reichelstein 1987) . In information systems, outsourcing can be considered as a delegation mechanism (Wang et al. 1997) . Delegation issue also arises in supply chains and distribution channels (e.g., Iyer et al. 2005) . In marketing literature, delegation of pricing decisions to the sales force has been studied (e.g., Lal 1986) . Lal (1986) shows that a necessary condition for delegation to be preferred by the principal is that the agent is better informed than the principal. In this case where the agent cannot communicate his private information, the principal is always weakly better off by delegating decisions to the agent. We contribute to this literature by showing that the benefits of delegation may be outweighed by costs incurred because of the loss of control in the online advertising context. Therefore, delegation may not always be preferred by a principal even though the agent is better informed. We see our work contributing to the literature on Internet advertising, delegation, and agency theory. Next, we present the notation and the description of our model and motivate its assumptions.
Model Description
A risk-neutral advertiser faces the problem of choosing where to advertise (targeting) and how much to advertise (volume). It is well known that advertisers often classify the consumer population into a target market segment and a nontarget market segment depending on how likely they are to purchase their product (Assael and Cannon 1979) . Consequently, advertising to consumers in the target segment yields a higher return relative to advertising to consumers in the nontarget segment. We assume that the value of reaching the target segment (exposure value) is a per impression, 3 and the exposure value in the nontarget segment is b b < a per impression. This ensures that the advertiser would prefer targeted ads. However, in our model the advertiser does not know with certainty which pages attract target market consumers. For instance, in an actual media plan for Samsonite luggage, the target market segment is composed of (1) adults 25-54, household income $25,000+, business travelers; (2) men 25-54, household income $40,000+, business travelers; (3) adults 25-54, household income $25,000+, long trips 4+ (Barban et al. 1993) . If Samsonite plans to advertise on Yahoo!, Samsonite may choose to advertise on Yahoo! Travel (travelers) or Yahoo! Finance (high-income segment) but may not exactly know whether these consumers share the characteristics of its target segment. Yahoo!, on the other hand, may acquire this information with relative ease using consumers' transaction history, Web server log files, data collected using cookies, and market research.
To model targeting and volume decisions together in this setting, we develop the following model. Namely, target and nontarget segments on a website lie on a targeting line between zero and one ( Figure 1 ). The idea we seek to capture here is that the advertiser's target consumers may visit certain pages on the publisher's site more often than the nontarget consumers do. For simplicity we assume that pages visited by the target consumers are not visited by the nontarget consumers, and vice versa. The targeting line (between zero and one) in Figure 1 may be interpreted as the content continuum on the publisher's website. It is possible to arrange the pages so that pages in the interval [0 T ] on the targeting line are visited by the target segment whereas those in the interval [T 1] on the targeting line are visited by the nontarget consumers. The boundary page, located at T , between target and nontarget segments is assumed to be unknown to the advertiser but may be acquired by the publisher at a negligible cost. We assume that the boundary is a random variable T that can be anywhere between c 0 = c = 1 and d c = d = 1 . We assume T has a uniform distribution F T (see Figure 1) . 4 The advertiser's targeting decision is to choose a spread level s 0 = s = 1 , which indicates that the ads will be shown in the interval [0 s].
For example, Dell Computers advertises on Google.com. Choosing s = 1 means that Dell Computers advertises on all result pages generated by Google.com searches. Clearly, there will be result pages in the (d 1] region such as "Edmonton weather," "Sears Canada," and others that may not be visited by the target segment of Dell. In contrast, there will be pages in the [0 c region such as "Dell computer," "Dell Inspiron," and "Dell Inspiron 6400," that are very likely to be visited by a potential Dell customer. Choosing a small s would correspond to a very targeted advertising campaign using result pages like "buy Dell Inspiron 6400," yet there are also result pages that would be in the [c d] region such as "Computer" that may or may not be visited by potential customers. Volume decisions are made by setting the intensity of the campaign x, which is the number of impressions at each point on the targeting line. The advertiser thus faces the following revenue function when the realization of T is :
It is costly to provide content, create infrastructure, and attract unique visitors for a website publisher (MarketWatch 2002) . We assume that the risk-neutral publisher's cost of generating impressions (i.e., reaching unique visitors) depends on x and the cost of delivering the campaign depends on the total number of impressions xs. Two natural characteristics of the publisher's cost function are (a) for the same number of total impressions, cost should increase with better targeting; and (b) for a fixed targeting level, additional cost of attracting another visitor should increase as the number of impressions increase.
5 Appendix A in the online supplement 6 provides an example derivation of these qualitative characteristics that follows from Butters (1977) and Grossman and Shapiro (1984) in the economic analysis of advertising literature. The quadratic form has been used by Tirole (1987, §7.3.2.1) and Bagwell (2007) . A cost function for generating impressions and delivering an advertising campaign that captures these features is C x s = x 2 +kxs, where a > k > b. 7 We call k the ad serving cost; k captures the cost of serving ads and tracking and reporting impressions and clicks. Because k > b, the advertiser loses money in the nontarget segment. This, in turn, makes targeting important. We assume that k is a realization of a random variablek ∼ U k k . Furthermore, only the publisher knows this value. The advertiser does 5 A more general cost function that satisfies C x > 0, C xx > 0, and fixing xs to a constant C s < 0 can be used without changing the qualitative findings of our model. These characteristics are natural because when an ad copy is displayed there is a certain probability of reaching a particular person. Moreover, for each impression the probability of reaching a person who satisfies a stricter targeting criterion is lower because of the small number of such people in the population. This implies that reaching a targeted audience is more expensive than reaching the same number of people in a broad audience because a higher number of ad copies needs to be displayed for reaching the targeted audience. 6 An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/isre.1110.0391. 7 Denote the number of total impressions or volume, M = xs, then C = M/s 2 + kM. It is then easy to see that for any given total volume M, the cost is decreasing in the spread level s.
not know the realization of the ad serving cost k; however, she knows the distribution of ad serving costs. To focus on regions in which targeting is important, we assume b < k.
In the next three sections, we discuss our models of the two most popular compensation contracts in the online advertising industry. These models are principal-agent type models where a principal (advertiser) hires an agent (publisher) to deliver advertising. Of particular interest is whether a compensation contract can induce the publisher to acquire the target segment boundary information. We assume that for the advertiser it is too costly to acquire this information; however, the publisher can attain this information with minimal costs.
The CPM Model
We begin with the CPM model where targeting and volume decisions are made by the advertiser. Hence, CPM is a pricing model where decisions are centralized. In this model, both of the decisions are observable and the publisher delivers as promised. In Figure 2 , the game unfolds according to the following timeline of events.
In stage 1, the CPM contract, which specifies the campaign decisions x s and the price per impression p , is agreed upon, and the advertiser pays for the total number of impressions (pxs). The assumption that price is set by the advertiser approximates markets in which prices are negotiable. For instance, there is evidence in the trade press that although many publishers have rate cards, often the price paid by the advertiser is significantly lower than the quoted price (Meskauskas 2006) . More recently, Google, among others, allows advertisers to bid a CPM/CPC price that it may reject if it has better offers. Furthermore, it appears to be standard industry practice wherein in the CPM model the advertiser specifies where and how much to advertise, whereas in the CPC model the publisher determines where to place the ad copy and with what intensity. The assumptions regarding the decisions made in the first stage attempt to capture this institutional reality. advertiser's decision problem can mathematically be expressed as
whereC x s = x 2 +kxs. In P CPM , the advertiser's decision variables are price per impression p , the campaign intensity x , and the campaign spread level s ; the publisher decides whether to accept or reject the offer. But the individual rationality constraint (IR-1) in P CPM guarantees that for every impression, the publisher makes at least his reservation utility per impression, u. As noted earlier, the advertiser's bid may be rejected if it is not at least as good as a competitive bid. In practice, the advertiser may not be fully informed about the outside options of the publisher and/or the ad serving costs. For simplicity, we assume that the reservation utility, u, is known to the advertiser but the ad serving costs are not. Because the advertiser does not know the realization of the ad serving cost k, in (IR-1) the advertiser guarantees that the publisher accepts the contract by using the upper limit of the ad serving cost distribution,k. If the advertiser offers a contract based on the average cost, the publisher may reject such an offer when k is higher than the average ad serving cost.
By endowing the publisher with an outside option per impression, we capture the effect of competition for advertising space on the pricing model choice. When competition for advertising space is high (low) the publisher's outside options, and hence u, will be high (low). Therefore, u tends to increase as the competition for advertising space and/or the leverage of the publisher increases. Because the advertiser prefers paying the minimum amount possible that will make the publisher content with the offer, she can adjust the per impression price (p so that in equilibrium (IR-1) binds in P CPM . The emerging ad exchange model that became widely known after Yahoo!'s acquisition of Right Media Inc., which is worth more than $680 million, is a good example of how our CPM model can be implemented in the real world:
With ad exchanges, member advertisers specify the price they're willing to pay for a certain type of ad spot, such as a banner ad that will be viewed by a female in Boston. When a woman in Boston pulls up a Web page of an exchange member with a banner slot available, software assesses the exchange's offer. If the price offered is better than the site's minimum rate for that page and higher than what it can get from other sources, such as ads sold by its sales staff, the site will usually accept the exchange-brokered offer. The exchange's computers can then deliver the winning ad to be displayed as the Web page loads on the consumer's PC. The exchange immediately notifies the site if it doesn't have a buyer for the ad space, and the site can then put in a nonpaying house ad or try other means to unload it on the fly. (Guth and Delaney 2007, B1) Although the ad exchange model implements the model at a per impression basis, CPM campaigns traditionally span many months or years and have multimillion dollar budgets. Fortune Magazine reports that companies such as Chrysler and Pepsi-Cola run such advertising campaigns on Yahoo! (Vogelstein 2005) . Typically an ad agency's creative department designs the ad copies (banners or rich media), and the media buying/planning department, which has long-term relationships with publishers, makes the campaign buys. In this sense, our model is a reasonable abstraction of the online media buying process in which media buyers can have knowledge of a publisher's minimum acceptable rate.
The CPC Model
In the CPC model, the publisher's compensation is based on the number of clicks; the campaign decisions are thus delegated to the publisher who in turn decides on targeting s and intensity x . To keep the analysis simple, we assume that the publisher incurs a fixed cost to acquire the target boundary information; we normalize this fixed cost to zero without any loss of generality. In the CPC model, the advertiser delegates the targeting and volume decisions to the publisher and ties the compensation to an output measure: the number of clicks generated, N(x s . As in Equation (1), we define N(x s for a particular realization of T , as
In (2), the propensity of consumers in the target segment and nontarget segment to click on the ad copy is assumed to be and , respectively. We note that both the number of clicks and the advertiser's revenue depend on the number of impressions. In Figure 3 , the game unfolds in the following timeline of events.
In the first stage, the CPC contract, which specifies the price per click ( ), is agreed upon. In stage 2, the target market uncertainty is realized. The publisher learns this realization and then decides on the intensity x( ) and the spread s( ) and delivers the campaign in stage 3. In stage 4, the advertiser pays price per click times the total number of clicks generated after the campaign. Finally in stage 5, the advertiser obtains the value generated from the campaign. We can write the advertiser's optimization problem in the CPC model as
In P CPC , the advertiser's decision variable is price per click ( ); the publisher's decision variables are the campaign intensity x and the campaign spread level s . The advertiser's objective function is the expectation of the revenue function defined in (1) minus the price per click times the expected number of clicks defined in (2). (IR-2) is the individual rationality constraint that ensures that even the publisher with the highest cost (k =k is guaranteed his reservation utility per impression u.
Note that the reservation utility per impression in (IR-2) is the same as that in the CPM model because u represents the reservation utility of displaying an advertiser's ad copy on the website. The issue of how the publisher is compensated is different from what is displayed. In both the CPM and the CPC models, the same ad copy is displayed. As noted above, the parameter u represents the opportunity cost to the publisher of doing so. In the CPM model the publisher gets compensated for merely exposing the ad copy to a visitor, and in the CPC model compensation results only if the visitor clicks on the ad copy. However, it is possible that the competition for ad copy/advertising space may depend on the pricing model that is adopted. In this case, the difference in the reservation utilities across the two models will also affect the choice of the appropriate pricing model. We demonstrate this formally in an extension where the reservation utility per impression is different across the two pricing models.
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The second constraint (IC-1) requires that the publisher with cost parameter, k, chooses the intensity x and s to maximize his payoff with the knowledge of the true realization of T = . Recall that because k is not known to the advertiser the price per click is set given the recognition that a publisher with cost parameter k will set the campaign decisions to maximize his profits.
The last set of constraints (IC-2) corresponds to the information selection constraints, which induce the publisher to use the available boundary information (e.g., s = ). There are two cases in which the publisher may not make informed decisions: if the advertiser pays on average more thank per impression ( >k in the nontarget segment, the publisher will not use the boundary information and will instead display ads on the whole website (s = 1). Therefore, (IC-2) guarantees that for any realization ofk, the publisher loses money in the nontarget segment ≤ k . Likewise, if the advertiser pays on average less thank per impression ( <k in the target segment, then the publisher will not use the information by declining the contract (s = 0). As expected, this implies that the propensity to click in the nontarget segment has to be less than the one in the target market ( < ) for the publisher to engage in targeting. This condition reflects the belief that consumers' propensity to click tends to be higher in the target segment than the nontarget segment. This constraint has implications on ad copy design. The advertiser has to design ads that appeal to the target segment. This is well known in the industry: "If I have a message that says 'Free $1 Million' if you click here, I may get lots of clicks but so what? What matters is who these people are Not all clicks are equal" (Sheiner 2001) . With these assumptions in place, we are now ready to characterize the equilibrium decisions in the CPM and CPC models.
Results and Comparison of the Models

Analysis of the CPM Model
We first turn our attention to the solution of P CPM . We characterize this solution for a general distribution F of the target segment boundary T , and then we present the solution when F is a uniform distribution. As noted earlier, the participation constraint (IR-1) is binding. We can solve for the total payment pxs using (IR-1) and calculate the advertiser's payoff function by subtracting the total payment from the revenue function (1). Let x s be the advertiser's payoff function; then
Using (3), we can write the advertiser's objective function in P CPM as
Proposition 1 presents the solution to P CPM with the assumption that F ∼ Uniform c d . Following Proposition 1, the spread of the campaign is increasing in the exposure value in either segment (a or b) but decreasing in the outside options of the publisher (u) and delivery costs (k .
Proposition 1. If u ≤ a −k and the target segment boundary has a uniform distribution F ∼ Uniform(c d , the solution to P CPM is given by
The expected payoff of the advertiser is
The expected payoff of the publisher is
Proof. See Appendix A in the online supplement.
Analysis of the equilibrium strategies and their sensitivity to market parameters offer insights on the interplay between the choice of campaign decisions and uncertainty in the target segment boundary. In Corollary 1, we identify the effect of increasing the target segment uncertainty on the payoffs. Corollary 1. As the target segment uncertainty ∼d − c increases while preserving the mean, in the CPM model both the advertiser and the publisher are worse off if a + b < 2 u +k .
The negative impact of higher uncertainty on the advertiser and the publisher in the CPM model is not surprising. This result is driven by the advertiser's decision problem. If the advertiser displays impressions on the nontarget segment pages by choosing a high spread level, s, she displays ads on pages where the returns are not as high as that from displaying impressions on the target segment pages. In contrast, if the advertiser chooses a small s, then she may miss a portion of the target segment. The advertiser's choice of the spread level and the advertising intensity depends on the relative magnitude of these costs. As target segment uncertainty increases and the mean remains the same (c → c − and d → d + , these costs increase. When the exposure value of advertisements to the target segment (a) is not too large, the benefit of advertising to the target segment is not large enough to offset the costs of advertising to the nontarget segment. Consequently, the advertiser reduces both the spread and advertising intensity. Because the publisher's payoff is also dependent on the advertiser's volume and targeting decisions, this reduction makes both the advertiser and the publisher worse off.
Therefore, we show that when the advertiser's information quality deteriorates, this will make her cautious by not advertising to a broad audience with high volume. This, in turn, makes both parties worse off. Next, we analyze the solution of the CPC model.
Analysis of the CPC Model
Recall that in the CPC model the advertiser sets the price per click and delegates the decisions of the campaign decisions to the publisher. We analyze P CPC by first solving the publisher's problem for any given price per click and then solving the advertiser's problem taking into account the publisher's optimal response. The publisher's decision problem after the contract is signed and is realized is
The information selection constraints (IC-2) together with (8) imply that the publisher's optimal choice of spread s * P = . Then, the solution to (8) is
Substituting s * P =T and x * P , and then multiplying (IR-2) with E ux * P T and rearranging, the advertiser's problem P CPC becomes
subject to
We present the solution to P CPC in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. We provide the solution to P CPC in two cases depending on whether the publisher's individual rationality constraint (IR-2) binds in equilibrium.
(a) If a > 2 u +k + u 2 + k − k 3u +k − k /3 − k + k /2 so that (IR-2) does not bind in equilibrium, then the advertiser sets * = 2a +k + k /4 . And, the publisher's choice of campaign decisions is s * P = or x * P = a + k + k /2 − 2k /4. The resulting expected payoffs are
so that the advertiser participates in the contract and (IR-2) binds in equilibrium, then the advertiser sets u * = u +k + u 2 + k − k 3u +k − k /3 / . The publisher's choice of campaign decisions is s Proof. See Appendix A in the online supplement.
A careful examination of Proposition 2, part (a), reveals interesting insights into the performancebased model. In the CPC model, the advertiser delegates campaign decisions to the publisher. The publisher, in turn, makes decisions with perfect information. However, the publisher chooses the advertising intensity x to maximize his payoff (8). Therefore, there is an incentive conflict between the publisher and the advertiser on the choice of x. The advertiser's choice of the price per click * in Proposition 2, part (a), tries to alleviate this conflict.
On the other hand, in Proposition 2, part (b), the price is determined by the market conditions (the publisher's outside option), (IR-2), and so the incentive alignment role of the price per click u * is different. Whereas the publisher's choice of campaign intensity increases with u, the advertiser would reduce intensity as u gets larger, if she has control. The rationale for this conflict is that the price per click u * is increasing in u. Because the publisher already advertises to all consumers in the target segment, the only way to increase his payoff is by increasing advertising intensity. The intuition for why the advertiser would prefer to reduce the advertising intensity is simply a cost argument; as the clicks get more expensive, the advertiser would want to lower intensity. Therefore the degree of misalignment between the advertiser and the publisher in the CPC model increases with u. We will highlight this phenomenon when we compare the pricing models.
In Proposition 2, the advertiser factors in the consumers' propensity to click in setting the price per click. Note that whereas both * and u * depend on the propensity to click , * and u * do not. Said differently, the price per click is set so that the effective CPM (propensity to click times price per click) is independent of . To see this, suppose a = 1 5 and k + k = 1. Consider two cases: if = 0 25, then * = 4; and if = 0 5, then * = 2. But in each case, the effective CPM remains the same: * = 1. This implies that the advertiser should determine price offers based on effective CPM just as the publisher should decide whether to accept or reject campaigns based on reservation utility per impression. A prominent industry expert, Kevin Lee, has been a strong advocate of this finding: "To succeed with Google, marketers must run their campaigns using CPM-like strategies " (Lee 2002) .
Because the publisher acquires target segment information, uncertainty plays a different role in P CPC . We study the impact of increasing uncertainty on the advertiser and the publisher in Corollary 2.
Corollary 2. As the target segment uncertainty ∼d − c increases while preserving the mean, both the advertiser and the publisher are better off using the CPC model.
Recall that the target segment boundary T is a random variable with support [c d]. As (d − c increases the range of values that T can take (i.e., the variance of T) increases. In Corollary 1, we noted that as d − c increases the advertiser lowers both the spread and intensity in the CPM model resulting in reduced profits for both the advertiser and the publisher. Under the CPC model the publisher acquires the target segment information and makes both the spread and intensity decisions with perfect information.
10 Now consider the value of making decisions with perfect information vis-à-vis the CPM model. If target segment uncertainty is low, i.e., (d − c is small, then the possibility of over or under targeting in the CPM model is low. However, as target segment uncertainty increases, the possibility of over-or undertargeting increases in the CPM model. In contrast, regardless of the level of uncertainty, the publisher in the CPC model makes decisions with information of the realized value of the target segment boundary, T . Hence, information is more valuable when uncertainty (d − c is higher, and the benefits to the advertiser and the publisher for a given mean increase with uncertainty. Thus, when all else remains the same, both the advertiser and the publisher are more likely to prefer the CPC model to the CPM model under higher uncertainty because the value of suitably adjusting the campaign decisions is greater when the range of (d − c or uncertainty is higher.
Comparison of the Models
Recall that in the CPM model the advertiser does not delegate campaign decisions to the publisher. Instead she sets the CPM rate, the advertising intensity x, and the spread s while remaining uncertain about the true realization of the target segment boundary T . The advertiser's profits would be higher if the realization of T were known with certainty. In contrast, in the CPC model the advertiser simply sets the CPC rate and delegates the campaign decisions to the publisher. The publisher in turn acquires the information on the target segment boundary before making the campaign decisions. In this case, even though the publisher uses better information, the advertiser's payoff need not be as high as her payoff if the pricing 10 In the CPC model the advertiser's and the publisher's payoff functions turn out to be convex functions of the realization of target segment boundary. Uncertainty increases payoffs because the expectation of a convex function over a wider range is greater than the expectation of the function over a smaller range. model was CPM because the publisher makes decisions to maximize his payoff not the advertiser's payoff. Consequently, the choice of the pricing model for the advertiser boils down to the trade-off between benefits of delegating and having the publisher make better informed decisions versus the cost of losing control over the campaign decisions.
This trade-off is consistent with observations in the trade press. As noted earlier, Yahoo! has moved to a search engine advertising model where the position of the ads will be determined by Yahoo! This change resulted in less control by advertisers and better targeting provided by the Yahoo! algorithm. From the advertisers' perspective delegating the campaign decisions to the publisher, for instance the position of the banners on the publisher's site (s in our model) can result in better targeting. The following quote attests to this finding: "Position control and the ability to predict position for a given search is moving from difficult to impossible. With loss in position [control] , searchers are getting more relevance" (Lee 2005b) . Because position of an ad copy is an important decision variable that determines number of impressions and clicks, this move by Yahoo! underscores the institutional feature of CPC that the publisher should make campaign decisions with better information.
To understand the determinants of pricing model preferences, we identify market conditions under which the advertiser and the publisher prefer the CPM model to the CPC model, or vice versa. We use the difference between expected payoffs in different models for the corresponding ranges in Propositions 2(a) and 2(b). Figure 4 illustrates the possible combinations of preferences for specific values of the parameters (u = 3, b = −5,k = 1, k = 0 81, c = 0 49 − , d = 0 51 + ). The y axis is a measure of variance of the target segment boundary T ; we vary the range of T with so that T ∼ U[0 49 − 0 51 + ]. The graph shows the value of on the y axis and the exposure value in the target segment a per impression on the x axis. For a > 13 3, Propositions 1 and 2(a) are used for comparison, and for 7.1≤ a ≤ 13 3, Propositions 1 and 2(b) are used for comparison. In Figure 4 , Regions I and II denote market conditions in which the publisher prefers P CPM to P CPC (III and IV are the publisher's P CPC preference regions); Regions II and III denote market conditions in which the advertiser prefers P CPM to P CPC (I and IV are the advertiser's P CPC preference regions). The respective boundaries in the figure represent the curve along which the publisher (or the advertiser) is indifferent between the two pricing models. Notice that in Region I, the advertiser prefers P CPC to P CPM and the publisher prefers P CPM to P CPC . This is consistent with the tension that is often discussed in the trade press. 
IV
Interestingly, there is a (rather large) region in the parameter space (Region III) where the advertiser prefers P CPM and the publisher prefers P CPC . This finding is counter to the prevailing wisdom; i.e., the principal prefers an input-based contract and the agent prefers to be held accountable with a performancebased contract. Further, contrary to the academic literature that shows delegation is preferred by a principal when the agent is better informed (Lal 1986, Melumad and Reichelstein 1987) , we show that this may not always be true; i.e., advertiser's profits in P CPC do not always dominate her profits from P CPM . In our context, benefits of using better information in making decisions may be less than the value lost because of delegating decisions to the publisher. Moreover, prior literature has not focused on the agent's (publisher's) preference over a pricing model. To help explain the intuition behind our findings, we identify four factors that impact the pricing model preference of the advertiser and the publisher: (a) uncertainty over the target segment boundaries (uncertainty effect), (b) the value of advertising to the target segment (exposure-value effect), (c) the cost of mistargeting ads to consumers in the nontarget segment (mistargeting effect), and (d) the difference in the alignment of incentives of the advertiser and the publisher (alignment effect). These factors are interrelated. The interplay of the factors may make an effect inconsequential in one region and dominant in another. For example, a strong exposure-value or alignment effect may diminish the impact of the uncertainty effect on preferences. We discuss the impact of these effects in turn below.
4.3.1. Uncertainty Effect. Corollaries 1 and 2 characterize the effect of uncertainty over the target segment boundaries in the CPM and CPC models.
Corollary 1 states that uncertainty over the realization of the target segment boundaries has a negative effect on both the advertiser's and publisher's payoffs in P CPM . Because decisions are made with better knowledge of the target segment boundary in P CPC , advertising volume can be decreased or increased depending on the level of uncertainty. As a result, losses will be limited and gains will be higher. Uncertainty, thus, has a positive effect on payoffs in Corollary 2. In other words, the model predicts that, ceteris paribus, both advertisers and publishers are more likely to prefer the CPC model under high uncertainty. Therefore, uncertainty effect favors the CPC model for both the advertiser and the publisher. Figure 4 clearly illustrates this finding. Note that, as the variance ( increases, both parties prefer the CPC model: Region IV in Figure 4. 4.3.2. Exposure-Value Effect. This effect moderates the uncertainty effect for the advertiser. Although the uncertainty effect unambiguously favors the use of the CPC model for both parties, its strength depends on the exposure value in the target segment (a . Inspection of the optimal spread choice in CPM s * in (5) reveals the direction of this effect. As exposure value goes to infinity, s * goes to the upper limit of the target segment boundary distribution d s * → d as a → . This implies that the value of delegating decisions to the publisher-so that he can make better informed decisions-diminishes as exposure value increases. In this case, control of campaign decisions is more critical than value of information for the advertiser. In contrast, the publisher's desire to control campaign decisions increases with the exposure value because, as the exposure value increases, the advertiser would choose increasingly higher campaign intensities (x) than the level the publisher would prefer. Therefore, exposure-value effect favors the CPM model for the advertiser and the CPC model for the publisher.
Mistargeting Effect.
This effect also moderates the uncertainty effect for both the advertiser and the publisher. Note that the price per impression and effective CPM in CPC are bounded and cannot be less than the maximum ad-serving cost (k plus the publisher's outside option u. When the value of advertising to consumers in the nontarget segment b is significantly lower thank or u, then advertising in this segment is simply dissipative. Although we use negative values for b in some of our simulations, as illustrated in the right panel in Figure 5 , our findings hold for positive values as well. The sign of b is not critical. The mistargeting effect depends on how low b is relative tok. Said differently, when mistargeting ads to consumers in the nontarget segment is sufficiently costly, then the advertiser would like to ensure that the campaign decisions are set such that mistargeting is minimized. Under these conditions the value of information on the target segment boundaries is high so that the advertiser would prefer to delegate the campaign decisions to the publisher. Note that in the CPM model s * → c ask − b → , which essentially means that when the value of advertising to consumers in the nontarget segment is very low compared to the ad-serving cost (k . The advertiser, therefore, chooses a spread so that only the consumers in the target segment see the banners (s * → c . This very conservative decision affects both the advertiser and the publisher's profits adversely in the CPM model. Under the CPC model the publisher makes decisions with complete information on the target segment boundaries, which result in higher payoffs to both vis-à-vis the CPM model. A similar reasoning applies tok and u because s * → c ask + u → a, making CPC the preferred pricing model as k increases. Figure 5 shows the expansion of CPM regions as the mistargeting effect is decreased (b is increased from −5 to 0.8). The mistargeting effect essentially increases the value of information and favors the CPC model for both the advertiser and the publisher.
Alignment Effect.
Note that in the CPC model the equilibrium solution depends upon market conditions. Proposition 2(a) characterizes the solution when the exposure value a is sufficiently high. In this case, the participation constraint of the publisher (IR-2) is slack. In contrast, when the exposure value is not too large, the solution is characterized as in Proposition 2(b), and in this case the participation constraint (IR-2) binds in equilibrium. Recall that in the CPC model the advertiser delegates decisions to the publisher who sets the intensity and spread to maximize his payoff, not the advertiser's payoff. Consequently, the campaign decisions will never be perfectly aligned with what the advertiser may desire. This misalignment of incentives helps explain the unexpected tension in Region III in Figures 4 and 5 .
We use a numerical illustration to highlight the role of this effect. For the parameter values used to plot Figure 4 (u = 3 b = −5 k = 1 k = 0 81, and = 0 05 c = 0 44 d = 0 56), the condition in Proposition 2(a) is satisfied for exposure value a > 13 3, and the condition in Proposition 2(b) is satisfied for 7 1 < a < 13 3. In Table 2 , we vary the exposure value a. When the exposure value is sufficiently small, a = 8, the publisher's participation constraint determines the price per click. The publisher's CPC choice of intensity is distorted upward vis-à-vis that which would be set by the advertiser in the CPM model (compare x = 0.92 in CPM with E[x = 1 55 in CPC). The reason is, Table 2 Numerical Illustration of the Alignment Effect although the exposure value is low, the advertiser has to pay a high enough price per click to guarantee publisher participation (compare 5.92 in CPM with effective CPM ( ) 7.10 in CPC), resulting in an expected advertiser CPM payoff of 0.84 and publisher CPM payoff of 1.35. The respective payoffs in the CPC model are 0.70 (advertiser is worse off) and 2.41 (publisher is better off). This explains Region III when exposure value is sufficiently small.
When exposure value is large, say, a = 40, the participation constraint of the publisher is slack. The distortion in the publisher's CPC choice of intensity is now in the opposite direction. Given the high exposure value, the advertiser would prefer high intensity. Thus, the effective CPM in CPC (20.45) exceeds the CPM price (20.39) because the advertiser ties compensation to exposure value in CPC to induce higher advertising intensity. As a result, the publisher earns 50% of what the advertiser earns (24 versus 47.99) and 65% more than his would-be CPM payoff (14.57). Yet the publisher's expected CPC choice of intensity (E[x = 4 89) still falls short of what the advertiser would like (x = 8 78). Consequently, the advertiser earns 38% less than her would-be CPM payoff (77.16). Therefore, we obtain the following result. The alignment effect becomes a dominant factor when the publisher's outside option (u) is sufficiently higher or smaller than the exposure value (a). If the difference between u and a is sufficiently large (negative or positive), the alignment effect favors the CPM model for the advertiser and the CPC model for the publisher.
4.3.5. Regions I (Expected Tension) and II (Consensus with CPM). In Figures 4 and 5 , when uncertainty over the target segment boundaries is low, both the advertiser and the publisher prefer the CPM model to the CPC model (CPM provides consensus in Region II). The intuition for this follows directly from Corollaries 1 and 2. For exposure values in the neighborhood of 10, the uncertainty effect is the dominant effect for the advertiser, and as a increases, the uncertainty effect is moderated by the exposurevalue effect. In other words, for higher values of a, uncertainty has to be higher for the advertiser to prefer the CPC model to the CPM model. The region where the advertiser prefers the CPC model and the publisher prefers the CPM model (Region I) depends upon the net result of the uncertainty, exposure-value, and the alignment effects. Because the alignment and exposure-value effects are dominated by the uncertainty effect for the advertiser, she prefers the CPC model in Region I.
The alignment effect explains why the publisher prefers the CPM model to the CPC model in Regions I and II. Because CPM and effective CPM (in CPC) prices are similar in these regions, the campaign decisions become critical for the publisher's preference. The advertiser's campaign decisions in the CPM model are more beneficial to the publisher than the decisions the publisher would make in the CPC model. The rationale is, although the advertiser would choose x and s based on exposure value a, the publisher in the CPC model would base them only on a fraction of the exposure value because of the optimal effective CPM ( * = a + k + k /2 /2 . That is, the publisher would not fully internalize the exposure value in making her decisions. Figure 6 shows that a higher outside-option u enlarges the publisher's CPM regions, because CPM price always depends on u but effective CPM does not.
Alternative Specifications of the CPM and CPC Models
Pricing Model Choice with Price Menus
In our base model, we analyze the setting where the prices in both the CPM and the CPC models are determined with a contract offered by the advertiser who recognizes that the publisher has outside options. It is worth noting that the base setup approximates oneon-one negotiations in which each party is informed about the value to the other of entering into the agreement. Specifically, the advertiser recognizes the publisher's outside options, and the publisher recognizes the value of advertising. Consequently, the equilibrium characterized in the base model depends upon the characteristics of the participating agents making the CPM and CPC prices specific to the target market characteristics of the advertiser and the publisher. In many cases, however, the publisher may have a standard rate card, with CPM and CPC rates that are independent of the specific advertiser's characteristics. Instead, the rates may only depend on the intensity (x) and spread of the advertising campaign (s).
In this extension, we develop a model in which the publisher charges a price that depends only on the spread and intensity of the campaign. Specifically, the price menu assumes the following functional form:
We maintain the rest of the assumptions of the base model in § §3.1 and 3.2. The parameters , , and are exogenous. This pricing function has an intuitive form: when the spread (s is high (targeting is less precise), the price is lower. In addition, when the number of unique impressions (x is high, the price is higher. The parameter / captures the relative strength of CPC over CPM prices. Recall that is the rate at which consumers in the target segment click on the ad copy. The functional form of the price per click has the desirable feature that when propensity to click is lower, the effective CPM does not change. Given the exogenous prices, the advertiser decides on spread (s) and intensity (x) in the CPM model, and the publisher makes these decisions in the CPC model. This setup allows us to examine the robustness of our findings by allowing the publisher to determine the price.
11 The details of this setup are in Appendix B in the online supplement. As in the base model we compare the profits of the advertiser and the publisher to identify market conditions in which they would prefer the CPM model to the CPC model, and vice versa. These findings are depicted in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows the preference regions and the parameter values used in addition to the parameter values in Figure 4 . Notably, comparison of Figures 7(a) and 7(b) with Figures 4 and 5 reveal that the two main results qualitatively hold: the four preference regions exist and CPC is more likely when there is high target market uncertainty (uncertainty effect). Moreover, low mistargeting effect (higher b) makes targeting less critical and thus expands the CPM consensus Region II (Figure 7) . A slight difference is that CPM provides consensus when the target market exposure value a is high. In contrast, in Figure 4 the 11 We thank an anonymous reviewer and the area editor for encouraging us to reflect on this issue. publisher prefers CPC for high levels of a (Regions III and IV). This difference arises because unlike in the base model, the prices in this extension do not explicitly depend on the individual advertiser's parameters. In particular, price per click is not tied to exposure value.
Partial Delegation in the CPC Model
In our base model the advertiser delegates both the spread and intensity decisions to the publisher. As noted earlier, although our assumptions in the base model regarding the decision variables of the advertiser and the publisher are consistent with institutional practice, in this extension we consider the case in which the advertiser delegates the targeting decision to the publisher but retains control of the intensity decision in the CPC model. In this setting, the advertiser can induce the publisher to acquire the target segment boundary information and also control the intensity decision. Appendix C in the online supplement presents the analysis of this alternative model, P CPC-A . Corollary 3 summarizes the fundamental insights.
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Corollary 3. The advertiser always prefers P CPC-A to P CPM . Moreover, the advertiser may or may not prefer P CPC-A to P CPC . In addition, the publisher may or may not prefer P CPC-A to either P CPM or P CPC .
Proof. See Appendix C in the online supplement.
In this setup, not surprisingly the advertiser prefers the CPC model with partial delegation to the CPM model because she retains the control of the intensity decision and also obtains the benefits of better information. However, compared to our base CPC model, the CPC model with partial delegation does not utilize the target segment information in choosing campaign intensity. Therefore, there is still a region where the advertiser may delegate the intensity decision to the publisher. Similarly, the publisher may opt for the CPM model over the CPC model with partial delegation because the advertiser may choose a higher spread and intensity in the CPM model to reduce the possibility of overtargeting. In general, we expect that the publisher would prefer making all the campaign decisions. Surprisingly, there is a region where the publisher would prefer the CPC model with partial delegation to the CPC model. In the base CPC model, the publisher is hurt as a result of the advertiser's strategic reaction to the publisher's choice of intensity. However, partial delegation reduces this strategic burden by having the advertiser set the intensity. Thus, in some regions, the publisher is better off with partial delegation.
The CPM Model with the Publisher Choosing
Intensity and Spread In this alternative specification, we investigate the CPM model where certain decisions are made by the publisher. This specification will shed light on whether the results of our base model are applicable to situations where the publisher has more control over the campaign decisions in the CPM model. In this model, the advertiser sets the price per impression p and the total number of impressions M = xs, leaving the publisher to decide on the campaign decisions x and s.
We provide the analysis of this model in Appendix D in the online supplement. In this setup, the publisher will choose x and s to maximize his payoff; in equilibrium s * = 1. In other words, the publisher will not target the ads. Figure 8 depicts the preference regions for this model. As is evident in Figure 8 , the main results of the base models hold under this alternative specification. In Figure 8 , we have b = −2 5 in contrast to b = −5 in Figure 4 . The reason is, the publisher never prefers the current CPM model to the CPC model for b = −5. Mistargeting effect becomes a dominant factor (low b), because the publisher does not make the optimal trade-offs in choosing the spread in the current model (s * = 1). The CPM model of this section, thus, performs quite poorly for both the advertiser and the publisher under high mistargeting effect. On the other hand, for low mistargeting effect (b = 0 8) in Figure 8 , the publisher's CPM and the advertiser's CPC preference regions are larger compared to the same case in Figure 5 . Therefore, under low mistargeting effect, the publisher is better off controlling some campaign decisions and the advertiser is worse off by not controlling all the decisions in the CPM model.
The CPC Model with Costly Endogenous
Information Acquisition In this alternative CPC model, we relax the assumption of perfect information acquisition at no cost. The ( = d − c) . Furthermore, the choice of is endogenous and made by the publisher. We provide the details of the statement and analysis of this model in Appendix E in the online supplement. Although all the qualitative results of our base models hold with this extension, not surprisingly, introducing costly information acquisition makes the CPC model less desirable compared to the CPM model (see Figure 9 ).
6. Managerial Implications 6.1. Implications for Advertisers An advertising campaign usually employs different pricing models and runs on a number of websites. The campaign may include text, display, and video ads. The advertiser's problem is to choose a portfolio of websites and ad networks that employ different pricing models. As the following quote emphasizes, one of the fundamental issues is to manage downside risk due to the uncertainty effect exacerbated by the mistargeting effect:
CPA [or CPC] offers guaranteed results, while CPM carries the risk that nobody will click through and your investment vanishes into the ether. (Limbach 2002) The source of uncertainty may stem from the advertiser's business model. Advertisers with niche products and small target markets in the consumer population face higher uncertainty. For a small advertiser, it is difficult to predict whether a website's audience belongs to its narrowly defined target market. For example, for a pure online retailer without a physical presence, target market is constrained, among other things to be consumers who are willing to shop online. On the other hand, for a national brand, target market can be defined in terms of age category and gender. Table 3 , which shows the pricing model choice on the same website, supports this prediction. CPM advertisers are national brands, and they attract significantly more traffic than CPC advertisers. For example, whereas Classmates.com has a traffic ranking of 804, TCAfutures.com has a ranking of 428,877.
When the uncertainty effect's impact is slight, then CPM pricing, which provides more control over targeting and volume (intensity) decisions, becomes more desirable, as suggested by the following excerpt from an industry publication:
Many marketers are wedded to CPA pricing, when they could generate stronger performance by purchasing on a CPM basis. Since the expected value of CPM inventory is already known to a network, by agreeing to CPM pricing on highly targeted inventory, marketers can better manage volume of their targeted campaigns and potentially pocket a significant ROI improvement. In CPA pricing, the network will apply "black box" targeting to maximize its own yield. In CPM pricing, the advertiser may be able to employ its own targeting schemes to procure highly relevant impressions at a lower effective cost. (Howe 2005) Our model can also explain the popularity of CPM or branding campaigns on large portals among large advertisers (eMarketer 2008a). National brands have very large target markets with broad interests. Therefore, uncertainty effect is small for national brands. Moreover, attracting people with broad interests is cheaper per impression than attracting a targeted audience. This, in turn, implies that the price per impression would be lower for large campaigns. Because the probability of covering the target segment is high and the cost is low, CPM emerges as the most suitable pricing model for large portals and large advertisers.
Exposure value and alignment effects also play critical roles in the advertiser's preference for a pricing model, especially when exposure value is high. Because CPC prices are value based, CPC is more expensive for these advertisers (see Table 2 with a = 40). Recent discussions in the trade press further buttress the importance and validity of this finding:
It may be asked why an advertiser would purchase inventory based on a CPM price structure when inventory might be available based on a pay-for-performance price structure. The reason is that sometimes, depending on performance, CPM-based buys can actually yield lower costs per action than CPC buys.
With a CPC (cost per click) or CPA (cost per acquisition) buy, an advertiser is locked to a cost per response regardless of whether or not response rates rise or fall. By fixing this variable, one manages the downside risk of possible poor performance (e.g., weak creative or poorly targeted placements). But if response is good or improves, the advertiser is still beholden to that cost per response. (Meskauskas 2005) It is worth noting that the alignment effect is also important in Table 3 , as it may not be feasible for tcafutures.com to pay NYTimes.com's CPM rates.
Implications for Publishers
Publishers ultimately decide what offers to accept from advertisers. A publisher faces advertising demand from advertisers with different characteristics and preferences. For this reason, the online advertising medium evolved such that several publishers offer different pricing models that use separate parts of a Web page and different formats (e.g., CPC for text ads, CPM for display ads). This strategy reflects a need to satisfy advertisers' needs. For example, publishers with websites associated with high uncertainty effect-without past performance history or with volatile results-are more likely to offer performance-based deals. These publishers cannot attract advertising demand, because CPM advertisers would reduce their business volume due to high uncertainty and mistargeting effects. The publisher, thus, may have to accept CPC deals to attract advertisers, as the following quotation recommends:
CPM based fee elements are more suitable for websites which are successful in terms of track records of brand awareness, responses, or other advertiser's target, [CPC]-based fee elements are more suitable where the online property cannot demonstrate that track record, or where there's an element of uncertainty All ads are experiments, some more certain than others. (Baugh 2001) On the flip side, exposure-value effect would encourage publishers to opt for CPC deals even though the advertisers are willing to offer CPM deals. For example, search engines successfully adopted and popularized CPC pricing. Google switched from offering both models to only the CPC-based Google AdWords program (see New York Times 2009). Interestingly, in 2005, Google reintroduced the CPM model in its AdWords auction system for placement-targeted ads, where it displays ads on its network of partner websites. The stated reason for offering CPM is "[a]dvertisers have told us that CPM pricing is a tool they like to have available for their AdWords campaigns As a result, AdWords has made CPM pricing available to those who prefer it" (Google 2006 ).
However, not all publishers can be successful with CPC pricing. As traditional agency theory predicts, performance-based compensation will attract agents with higher abilities (Prendergast 1999) . As a result, publishers with good targeting capabilities and ability to produce good results would prefer CPC:
industry rates average about 0.25% from what I hear and read. On smartly targeted sites you can beat that rate. We regularly clear CTR [click-through] rates of 3% to 14%, mainly because we keep our advertisers within a narrowly defined brand-compatibility (Frankel 2001) What matters most is targeting the right market. (Hopkins 2001, emphasis added) In summary, online publishers face a trade-off between pleasing their advertisers and using their capabilities to maximize their own profits. Naturally, this will segment the advertising market on the demand side with respect to the different advertiser preferences. To meet the needs of these different segments, publishers should offer a portfolio of different pricing models, as the NYTimes.com example illustrates in Table 3 .
Conclusion
Online advertising will increasingly become an indispensable element of information technology companies' business models. We developed a model of advertising on a website and explained the role of the two most popular pricing models for online advertising using a game-theoretic framework. We identified several factors that influence the choice of a pricing model: uncertainty effect, exposure-value effect, mistargeting effect, and alignment effect. These factors may lead to conflicts between publishers and advertisers, and we highlighted the role of market characteristics on these factors.
One possible direction for future research is investigating the impact of advertiser competition on the pricing model choices. We conjecture that competition is a control dimension. A reasonable assumption can be made such that a publisher wants to increase the level of advertiser competition, and advertisers want to reduce direct competition. Because CPC is characterized by the publisher making decisions with better information, the publisher may act to intensify competition. Considering this incentive on the publisher side, the advertisers may opt for CPM pricing, where they retain the control of targeting. This paper identifies market conditions in which the advertiser and publisher's preference for CPM or CPC coincide (diverge). It would be interesting, particularly when the two parties prefer different pricing policies, to develop a mechanism to resolve the conflict. This could be another promising avenue for future work.
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Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/ isre.1110.0391. Table   Model Parameters a: exposure value in the target segment. b: exposure value in the nontarget segment. u: publisher's outside option.
Appendix. Notation
: the propensity to click in the target segment.
: the propensity to click in the nontarget segment. T ∼ U c d : unknown location of the target segment boundary with realization for 0 ≤ c ≤ d ≤ 1.
k ∼ U k k : random variable for the ad serving cost with realization k.
Decision Variables
s: campaign spread level corresponds to advertising in 0 s].
x: campaign intensity, the number of impressions at each point on the targeting line.
p: price per impression in the CPM model. : price per click in the CPC model. M = xs: total number of impressions.
Functions A x s : advertiser's revenue function given T = .
x s : advertiser's payoff function given T = . N x s : the number of clicks given T = . A CPM A CPC : advertiser's equilibrium CPM and CPC payoffs.
P CPM P CPC : publisher's equilibrium CPM and CPC payoffs.
